Waralungku DanceSite
BORROLOOLA, NORTHERN TERRITORY

DANCEsite consulates community participation and ownership.

THE Indigenous Traditional Dance Project provides a platform for cultural leaders to meet, exchange and maintain cultural practices, as well as pass down knowledge to younger generations.

SHOWCASING traditional Indigenous dance to a mainstream audience fosters broader understanding of Indigenous cultural values and spirituality.

DanceSite Issue Borroloola

Waralungku DanceSite 2014 in Borroloola represents the second festival in a three-year program.

As the annual showcase event for Artback NT’s Indigenous Traditional Dance Program (ITDP), DanceSite presents traditional Indigenous culture and ceremony to a mainstream audience while providing cultural maintenance through language, song and dance for Indigenous young people.

The Dance Site three-year program facilitates growth and development of the festival with Borroloola and Gulf Region building off last year’s success.

Best wishes to the organisers, sponsors, volunteers and participants for Dance Site 2014 as an exciting festival for Borroloola and the Gulf Region.

“DanceSite engages, inspires and mobilises the local community and region.”
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DANCESITE consolidates community participation and ownership.
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WARALUNGKU DANCESITE

HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE DANCE FESTIVAL IN BORROLOOLA

DANCESITE is an annual event, bringing people together to celebrate the richness and diversity of traditional dance.

TRADITIONAL Indigenous dancers gain professional development experience as paid performers.